OUTDOOR FIRE FEATURES REDEFINED

MONTIGO / FIREPIT / CFPO-S2 / CUSTOM FIREBEADS

FIREPIT

Linear
Round
Square
Custom

Standard
- Full thick gauge stainless steel construction
- Covers included on linear configurations for periods of storage
- Concealed burner with 8" ribbon flame
- Plume style flame
- Selection of glass media
- Available in natural gas or propane
- 22,000 to 250,000 BTU/hr

Options
- High-low flame
- Mesh protective enclosure
- Single or double protective glass
- Traditional logset or small speckled stones
- Optional ledge for round units

BTU LISTING
CFPO* 22,000 - 250,000

†Square and round units
‡Linear units
◊Check local codes
△Available on select models
Features
- Thick gauge commercial stainless-steel construction
- Outdoor rated electronics and gas components for years of continuous service
- Media covered burner with patented wind and waterproof pilot
- Configurable to custom enclosure or provided as finished surface
- Available in natural gas or propane
- Systems are tested and certified to current CSA International US and Canada ANSI standards

Customizations
- Can be configured into ‘L’, curve, square, bowl, round, or other custom styles
- Standard linear sizes from 2ft - 14ft, custom sizes available
- Standard square sizes 2x2 and 3x3, custom sizes available
- Standard round sizes 2ft - 4ft diameter, custom sizes available
The essential element...fire creates energy

For over 40 years Montigo has been building linear and traditional fireplaces for designers of unique and glamorous public spaces.

The goal of the Montigo custom fireplace team is to work with architects, designers and their clients to incorporate an exclusive element of flame that dances and enhances your favorite space. With design parameters that have virtually no boundaries – if you can dream it, we can build it.